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NATIONAL DISABILITY INSURANCE SCHEME (NDIS) EXPANDS
ACCESS TO TALi

Highlights
•

TALI Health continues as an approved registered provider in the National
Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) with expanded registration classes

•

TALI Health products are now accessible via three registration classes:
• 0103 Assist Prod-Pers Care/Safety
• 0116 Innov Community Participation
• 0124 Comms & Info Equipment (existing registration class)

•

Participants (in the case of TALi, appropriately diagnosed children and their
parents/guardians) access TALI products via their plans with the NDIS paying for
TALi

•

As at 12th November there were 286,015 participants in the NDIS with
approximately 10% of that number suitable to utilise TALi1

Novita Healthcare Ltd (ASX: NHL) (“Novita” or the “Company”) a leading early childhood
technology business targeting ATTENTION in children through its breakthrough TALi platform,
is pleased to announce that the National Disability Insurance Agency has continued the
registration of TALi Health as a registered provider with expanded registration classes.
Participants in the NDIS can access TALi products through two (2) additional registration
classes. The three (3) registration classes provide expanded access by participants to
products delivered by TALi Health.
Novita Managing Director, Glenn Smith commented that “This expansion is a welcome
development for participants in the NDIS. The NDIS is an insurance scheme funded by the
Australian taxpayer and it is appropriate that children with developmental delay disorders or
Autism Spectrum Disorder as examples, will be able to access TALi products via their selfmanaged plans with no out of pocket cost”.
This means that the Company’s scientific and clinically-proven game-based treatment TALI
Train can be utilised by participants in the NDIS in all states and territories. Additional products
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https://www.ndis.gov.au/about-us/data-and-insights/data/participant-data?filter_one=age&filter_two=disability#searchparticipants-data-form
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such as the Company’s TALi Detect2 once released could also fall under these registration
classes and be available to relevant participants in the NDIS.
In the July-September quarter the Company recruited additional resources to focus on
international expansion and insurance schemes globally (including the NDIS). These
expanded classes of registration will drive assess for users and revenue for the Company.

About the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
There are around 4.3 million Australians who have a disability. When it is fully rolled out, the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) will provide about 460,000 Australians aged
under 65, who have permanent and significant disability with funding for supports and
services. For many people, it will be the first time they receive the disability support they
need. For further information see: www.ndis.gov.au

ABOUT NOVITA
Novita Healthcare Limited (ASX: NHL) is a leading early childhood technology business
targeting ATTENTION in children through its breakthrough Tali platform. Tali combines
evidence based proprietary algorithms inside a game-based program to assess and
strengthen core attention in early childhood (www.talihealth.com).
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TALi Detect is in its initial market deployment, testing and acceptance phase in Australia. The clinical trial currently being
finalised as part of the CRC-P (refer to announcement on 6th December 2017) will provide information on whether TALi Detect
can accurately assess attention skills in childhood. Results from the clinical trial will be released in the quarter and determine
any full market release.
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